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developing and i Image Recognition is the idea of simulating the visual functions of human brain which uses human eyes
as the source of input to recognize and make decisions on the objects it sees. This became possible with the advent of
cameras and advanced processing technologies. The idea is to copy the features exactly present in the pattern, that the
brain uses to recognize images [6]. The image in the real world are captured and pre-processed in the desired format and
stored in large chunks of memories. This is to provide the recognition program to compare the new image taken with the
ones that has been pre-processed and stored. The comparison is done at the pixel level of the image which is expressed in
a matrix form. The image is compared with the data set stored at pixel level and the decisions are made recognizing the
image. This picture recognition method becomes a smarter solution with the availability of more number of data sets.
With large number of trail and errors the system will get familiar and intelligent providing best solution for computer
and robot vision technologies.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Computer Vision has become a buzzword these days. With the growth of rapid and faster processing and
communication systems and availability of vast storage resources such as cloud storage, the computer intelligence has
grown to a greater extent. This era of computer intelligence makes the theories of Artificial Intelligence in Robotic
vision possible these days. The computers interpret the input and the output in the form of 0’s and 1’s which is binary.
But in case of vision the processors understand the image in the terms of pixels. The pixels are the tiny area covered
on the display screen which is composed or a part of an image. Several pixels make up an image. The pixels are used
so that the various colors can be addressed easily corresponding to each pixel.
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II. DATA SET
The process of image recognition is similar to that of machine learning. Data sets are the heart of image recognition.
The data sets are readily available for processing or can be created easily by mining large amount of raw data from
various sources. These data sets are very much essential for training the model used for recognition and for
comparison for the accuracy of the image under test. The data sets are available in various formats and extensions
depending upon the needs and the nature of the domain they are used in. Each data set is composed of pre-processed
images of same kind which can be manipulated as required for the processes.

Figure 1.

Data Sets

A. Data Pre-processing
Data Pre-processing involves the extraction of raw data into the required form for recognition [7]. This data preprocessing involves resizing of images, applying filter to the images, fixing a threshold value and the point of
recognition and changing the file extensions which may be easy to use in the process. Applying the threshold means
setting up the end points on which the recognition is done based upon.
III.PIXEL FEATURE EXTRACTION FROM IMAGE
The first step in picture recognition is extraction of various features from the image [6]. The characteristic features are
used for marking the uniqueness of an image. These features are used for recognition if they match during the
comparison. An image is composed of pixels as shown in figure 1below and each pixel is represented by a number or
a set of numbers. The range of these numbers is called the colour depth which indicates the maximum number of
colours that can be used in an image. In a grey scale image which has only black and white colours, each pixel has
one value ranging from 0 to 255. Nowadays, most of the images used are 24-bit colour or higher than that. An RGB
colour image refers to the combination of red, green and blue ranging from 0 to 255.
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Figure 2. Pixel representation of an image

A. Model Training
After the extraction of desired features from the data set consisting of labelled images, they can be used to train a
model which is used in the process of recognition [6]. The more the images are used to train a model the more
accurate the results will be after recognition. The efficiency depends upon training the model with sufficient data
sets. As this is a well known data set training method, this comes under the category of supervised learning .

Figure 3. Data Sets for Model Training

B. Processing and Storage
As there are several images involved there is the need for a huge data storage spaces. These needs can be satisfied
with the cloud solution which gives large amount of secured storage facilities. The process involves working with
large number of images which requires faster processing capabilities which would be necessary in a fast working
environments. This is satisfied with systems with high speed processors or online cloud processors such as google
colaboratory, Data Scientist Workbench. These provide high processing speeds which can process large amount of
data in a lesser time.
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C. Filters and Threshold
The images that were trained are applied with some filter and threshold values. This is done because the image
which is directly available from various sources have different disturbances or impurities which makes the image
unclear or unfit for recognition. This can be a barrier for feature-extraction process [7]. By applying a filter the
image becomes pure for recognition. The filter is applied in the pixel level such that upon its application all the pixel
gets changes. The threshold is a type of filtering process to apply or restrict to a certain pixels. It is like appointing a
security guard at the gate who lets in if there is only permission.
D.Recognition and Prediction
After the models are trained, classified and well formed, the recognition is done. A new raw image is captured from
the source such as a camera, the image is tested for recognition with the available data sets. The model trained
compares each and every pixel and finally arrives to a conclusion. Here is where the prediction is made where the
result is provided on the test image. Based on the result conclusions can be made accordingly for various problems
involving computer vision.

Figure 4. Recognition through Deep Learning

IV. CONCLUSIONS
The image or pattern recognition technologies are growing at rapid rates where there is machines involved mostly.
These recognition methods can be used in places where human lives could be at risk. These systems could see, fetch,
extract , classify and analyze the surroundings around them and make better decisions for the betterment of the
world. The modern era would mostly interpret with machine vision which would make a better companion for
mankind.
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